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I can’t believe that the time has gone so quickly! I am over halfway through my time at 

Nashoba Brooks. It has simultaneously met, exceeded, and fallen short of my expectations. I have 

thoroughly enjoyed coming up with lesson plans for chorus blocks – much more so than I expected. 

I’ve been teaching sixth grade how to conduct and how to follow a conductor musically. It is working 

out very nicely in terms of classroom engagement and musical literacy. Classroom management 

continues to be the thing that gives me the most trouble, and expectedly so; most of my classes are 

fine and have a normal amount of disruption for the middle school age, but I have a particularly 

hard group of fifth graders, so I am constantly thinking of ways to engage them differently (and not 

always successfully). It is helpful to me that Nashoba Brooks has a new-employee mentor program. 

I’ve been able to confide in my mentor and was relieved to find that I am not the only one who was 

having issues with that grade.  

I will admit: another frustrating part of working at a school is weeding through the 

bureaucratic language and systems. I attend several weekly that are either run inefficiently or are 

irrelevant to my job, and I wish that was thought through a little better. Perhaps it is the theater 

professional in me – where you are not “called” unless you are needed.  

I have found that the book Teach Like a Champion is a really useful tool! In Chapter 2, he 

outlines “objective, assessment, activity” and poses some excellent questions that force thinkers to 

assess the long-term effectiveness of their lessons. I have been using this methodology in my chorus 

classes and the extra-curricular acapella group (Nashoba Notes). In particular, with Nashoba Notes, 

I’ve been thinking in terms of object-assessment-activity so that the repertoires comes together in a 

way that they understand and learn effectively: 



• My objective for NN is for them to understand exactly what acapella group music is and 

how it functions.  

• The assessment by which I am gauging success is if they can successfully create an 8-measure 

acapella loop in Garageband.  

• The activity we started this process with was to break up into groups of four and to each 

create 8 measures of material that built upon one another so that they could understand how 

the individual projects were supposed to go.  

In terms of my portfolio: I will have student projects like the one detailed above, scans of 

written work, teaching videos, lesson plans, and videos of the 7th grade musical performance. I also 

have blurbs that I wrote for the parent “curriculum night”, some original songs that came from a 

student songwriting workshop I led, my teaching goals, and some interims that I wrote for the mid-

term parent-teacher conferences.  

In all, I am pleased and the job is going well. I am looking forward to the last few weeks with 

the students.  


